SPECIAL MEETING
ANNOUNCEMENT
Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium

LACCD, Van de Kamp Innovation Center
2930 Fletcher Drive and San Fernando Road, Los Angeles CA 90065
November 15, 2019  1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
LARAEC Regular Board Meeting
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call to Order
Pledge of Allegiance
Adjustments to the Agenda
Approval of the Agenda
Items for Future Agendas (This is when Board members
may request items for future meetings)
6. Approval of the Minutes:
6.1 Special Meeting: October 23, 2019

Emilio Urioste

7. Public Comment

Emilio Urioste

8. Board Member Reports

Executive Board Members

9. Reports to the Board:
9.1 Annual Plan Update
9.2 Budget Updates
9.2.1 Upcoming CAEP Due Dates
9.2.2 Fiscal Year 2019-2020 Budget and Work
Plan Proposed
9.2.3 LARAEC Effectiveness Report
9.3 LAUSD Budget Transparency Discussion

Lanzi Asturias
Grace Ocampo

Men Le
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10. New and/or Unfinished Business
10.1 Eide Bailly, LLP LARAEC Enrollment Count and
Procedures Audit Final Report
10.2 Vasquez and Company, LLP Development of
Oversight Policies and Procedures Progress Report
10.3 LARAEC Funding Formula Development Workshop
Date and Discussion Requirements
10.4 Action Item:

Lanzi Asturias

Emilio Urioste

10.4.1 Adopt LARAEC Bylaws
11. Consent Agenda
11.1 Approve Burbank USD Capital Outlay Expenditures
11.2 Approve Los Angeles USD Capital Outlay Expenditures
11.3 Approve Montebello USD Capital Outlay Expenditures

Emilio Urioste

12. Public Comment

Emilio Urioste

13. Announcements:
13.1 Next Board Meeting: Friday, January 17, 2020

Emilio Urioste

Adjourn

Please note that the LARAEC Executive Board may consider at this meeting any item referred from a Board Meeting five calendar
days prior to this meeting (Education Code 54954.2(b)(3)). The LARAEC Executive Board may also refer any item on the agenda for
the consideration of a committee or meeting of the LARAEC Executive Board. Requests for disability related modifications or
reasonable accommodations shall be made 24 hours prior to the meeting to Teresa Plaza by calling (213) 241-3150. Requests for
translation should be made at least 48 hours in advance by calling Teresa Plaza at (213) 241-3150. Individuals wishing to speak at a
Board meeting must sign up at the meeting. There will be no sign ups in advance of the meeting. Speakers must sign up prior to the
public comment section of the agenda. Speakers should plan to arrive early. Materials related to an item on this agenda distributed
to the LARAEC Executive Board are available for public inspection during the meeting and at http://laraec.net/open-meetings/
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Minutes‐ Board Meeting
Wednesday, October 23, 2019
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM

Van De Kamp Innovation Center
2930 Fletcher Drive, LA 90065

LARAEC Executive Board
Executive Board Members in

Emilio Urioste, Burbank USD
Veronica Montes, Culver City USD
Larry Frank, LACCD
Joseph Stark, Los Angeles USD
Alice Jacquez, Montebello USD

1
Call to Order

1.1

Point Person Team Members

Rosalinda Brewington, BUSD
Elvis Carias, CCUSD
Dr. Adrienne Ann Mullen, LACCD
Men Le, LAUSD
Philip Tenorio, MUSD

X
X
X
X
X

Staff

Lanzi Asturias, Project Director
Michele Stiehl, Advisor
Justin Gorence, Advisor
Grace Ocampo, Budget Analyst
Teresa Plaza, Secretary

Pledge of Allegiance

Mr. Urioste called the meeting to order at 9:20 A.M. Justin Gorence led the
pledge of allegiance.
1.2

2
Public
Comment
3
Information/
Discussion
Items

X
X
X
X
X

Approval of the Agenda
a. Ms. Montes moved to approve the agenda, Mr. Frank seconded. The
board voted unanimously to approve the agenda.

Justin
Gorence

Mr. Urioste

There were no public comment cards.
3.1

State Audit Response
a. Presentation by Mr. Asturias
i. Mr. Asturias reviewed a presentation that outlined the

Mr. Asturias

timeline and activities thus far in responding to the
State Audit of Montebello.
ii. During the presentation, Mr. Stark commented that he
thinks it is important to draw the distinction that the
board’s response in its initial objection to what the
state proposed was regarding the idea that other
districts would be held responsible for overseeing
MUSD.
b. Board Member Discussion
i. Mr. Stark said that, with regard to the funding formula,
there has been extensive discussion and workshops,
and LAUSD proposed a formula on January 18th, 2019
for discussion. And the components of what they
proposed were that the districts were already
presenting most of the components to the state
individually. According to the timeline, they need to
respond fairly quickly, and Mr. Stark asked what is
going to change between now and the next few
months? They are already reporting a lot of these
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X
X
X
X
X

elements to the state, are they saying they don’t
believe their own numbers, that they need new
numbers? What information is the board going to need
to actually engage in this work and get some kind of
decision made, since the state is kind of breathing
down their neck.
ii. Mr. Urioste recalled at the time that they looked at this
that there were maybe 4 or 5 different options
presented. So he thinks that’s the critical piece, going
back and looking at those options, and he knows there
were questions about them, and that would be the
critical step. Mr. Urioste asked, on the slide into the
future, where Mr. Asturias says that the funding formula
takes effect in the 2022 school year, is he talking the
2021/2022 academic year, and Mr. Asturias confirmed
that that was correct.
iii. Mr. Frank introduced himself, and said that the last
time he was involved with this current process was
when they figured out the funding portion. He said he
has some catching up to do. The original split was
based on maintenance of effort, and since that time the
only real change in the allocations is based on MUSD
voluntarily giving money back at a certain point. And
then they have the Vasquez and Company audit, and
even though if they ask for until December 31, is that
just the policy and procedure review, or the final
release of the audit report? Mr. Asturias clarified that
the final policies and procedures were what was due
December 31. Mr. Asturias clarified that they have a
completed audit by Eide Bailly which will be released
on November 15th.
iv. Ms. Montes asked about the last slide, about not
wanting to hamper anyone’s progress as they move
forward. Mr. Asturias clarified that the implementation
of a new funding formula should not happen
immediately to allow for districts to react and plan
appropriately.
1. Ms. Jacquez added that she appreciated the
visual, and the drawn-out timeline. She
remembers when Dr. Miller mentioned that they
have to remember social justice and serving the
needs of their students. Given the timeframe,
referring to Mr. Stark’s question of what will
change moving forward, they may have to have
special meetings on the weekends to talk about
it. They all know that it will affect the smaller
districts, but they have to move forward in order
to best serve all of their stakeholders, even if it
does get messy.
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3.2

v. Mr. Urioste thanked Mr. Asturias and the LARAEC staff
for putting together the timeline and presentation. He
agrees that their first point of order is to adopt bylaws
that regulate how they operate. They do not have them
right now, and they need to put them in place. Mr.
Asturias and he attended a conference in Sacramento,
and Mr. Asturias was on a panel about governance,
and each panel member’s organization had bylaws. Mr.
Urioste thought that once they have bylaws, then they
can move into an orderly discussion on funding
distribution. He thinks that they should proceed with a
presentation of the report from Eides Bailly, combined
with reports from the different systems of LAUSD and
LACCD. He emphasized that what they are reporting
needs to be as clean as possible.
vi. Ms. Montes said that it seems that there are concerns
about some of the numbers inside the system, and
thinks the point of engaging Vasquez and Co. were to
make sure they are entering things accurately into
whatever system the district uses. If the input is
consistent, the output will be consistent. Ms. Montes
added that they need to be careful to not characterize
all of their data as inaccurate.
vii. Mr. Asturias added that on November 8 there would be
a special meeting to discuss bylaws.
viii. Mr. Stark asked if there was a consensus that the
board was in agreement on the timeline presented. He
wanted to make sure they have an agreement moving
forward. Mr. Asturias said that if they wanted to make a
motion, they would have to wait until after they’ve
heard from the public. Mr. Stark said he did not want a
formal vote, but just wanted agreement to make sure
they were all on the same path moving forward. The
board members expressed agreement on the timeline.
LARAEC Funding Formula Development
a. Mr. Asturias explained that as it pertains to 3.2, the issue is, as
noted on the timeline, the timeline is appropriate and realistic
to meet the requirement from the state audit.
i. Mr. Stark said that Ms. Montes makes a great point
about LARAEC possibly being caught in a cyclical
mode debating which numbers they will report. His
concern with some of the auditing data and feedback is
that he hopes they are not holding themselves to a
standard higher than the state or federal government
are holding LARAEC to. He emphasized that everyone,
including the government, knows that they will never
get a 100% match between the data that comes from
their SIS and the data they put into TE. They probably
need to bring in an expert to inform the board on what
a reasonable data variance is. That will determine how
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3.3

or if they move forward on a funding formula. He said
that it boils down to each of the districts saying whether
or not they stand behind their data.
b. Mr. Frank wanted to say for the record that he is comfortable
with the timeline, and believes that they have an obligation to
figure out an equitable funding model.
c. Mr. Urioste agreed substantially with the comments Mr. Stark
made, and added that they have a responsibility to review and
respond to the Eide Bailly report, and address their
recommendations, which he thought were valid. He
emphasized that he did not think that LARAEC’s data was
invalid, but that they have an obligation to look at their report
and respond to it. After that, they can move ahead, and he
added that that item will be on the agenda for November 15th.
Mr. Asturias added that the auditor and their partner will be
present at the meeting to answer board questions.
d. Mr. Asturias clarified that the meeting was still on agenda item
3.2, and with 3.2 they were trying to get a board consensus
that the funding formula was something that needed to be
addressed, and based on the board’s comments, there is a
consensus.
Timeline and Consortium Impact
a. Consortium impact of issues in agenda items 3.1 and 3.2
I.
Mr. Asturias said that all of the issues raised in previous
agenda items impact the consortium. He thinks for everyone
involved, they need to know where their programs stand in
order to provide the most collaborative and innovative
possible experience for their students.
b. Board Member Discussion
I.
Ms. Montes asked to clarify the agenda items, and then
asked what the next step was to develop a new LARAEC
funding formula.
a. Mr. Asturias clarified that the only thing being asked of the
board today involved agreeing on the timeline of implementing
or developing a new funding formula between December and
March so they can tell the state by October 25th that during
this interval, they will be creating a funding formula that will go
into effect on July 1st, 2020, but that will go into effect in 2020,
2021, and 2022.
II.
Mr. Stark added that these are highly charged discussions,
and reminded the board that when LARAEC was formed and
first discussed four years ago, they were not under the Brown
Act, so there were a lot of closed-door discussions. He said
that things were different now, and that they should be
different, and said that there should not be any deliberations
about funding formulas in any meeting that is not an open
meeting with the ability for public comment.
III.
Ms. Montes asked to clarify if the development of a new
funding formula would take place between December 2019
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a.

b.

c.

d.

and March 2020, and would be implemented not in the 2021
school year, but the 2021/2022 school year.
Ms. Montes said that she was frustrated, because they had
had workshops related to the funding formula last year, with a
sense of urgency, and that that sense of urgency suddenly
evaporated. She said that now they are going back to the
same discussion with similar options, and are pushing it back
another year.
Mr. Stark agreed, and said that LAUSD felt the same way,
which is why they put together proposals similar to what the
LARAEC team had presented, in order to keep the discussion
going.
i. He added that LAUSD has tremendous needs because
of its size, but he thinks that the formula discussion
should be in an open meeting, and that they have other
needs that need to be brought forward to have a
discussion about student equity. For example,
counselors, library media professionals and Family
Success Initiative classes for parents of students.
LAUSD feels these are necessary, and that an
authentic discussion is needed about the fact that
these items cost money.
ii. Mr. Stark also added that they need to look at how
much each district is rolling over into the next year,
saying that LAUSD has programs planned that are
ready to go, but just need the funding, and that
LAUSD’s current philosophy is that the current year’s
funding should serve the current year’s students.
iii. He added that some districts have large funding
carryovers, which they may be saving for a number of
reasons, like capital projects. But Mr. Stark said that
they are not having discussions about that issue, and
to Ms. Montes’ point, they have needs going on with
their students right now. And the fact that so much
money is carrying over is also hampering their ability to
negotiate for more funding with the state. Mr. Stark said
that he would like to put those issues on the table at
the November 15 meeting for discussion.
Mr. Urioste questioned why these issues and opinions weren’t
raised before. He added that the issue of bylaws is another
thing that they’ve been kicking down the road and need to get
resolved. LARAEC is the largest consortium in the state, and
their situation is entirely different from the next-largest
consortium, so they need to take care of these issues, or face
the prospect of functioning in a state of dysfunction.
Mr. Frank said that he could only comment on what his
experience was four years ago when he was part of LARAEC’s
formation, and on what he had heard since then.
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i. He said that one of the intentions of building a
consortium was that there was this trust from the
governor’s office that they were prioritizing adult
populations. He said that he understands the urgency,
and that there are populations not being served, but
that he thinks that they are doing a measured process,
and that he would like time to process the audit.
ii. He’s not sure if there will be enough time to complete
the entire process on November 8th, and thinks there is
urgency, and they need to properly set up a process to
avoid setting up long meetings with very little notice. He
acknowledges that it is hard for board members to
make meetings fit in their schedule, and that as much
as it’s frustrating to not nail down the funding allocation
formula until next year, they are a large consortium,
and they need to nail down their response to the audit,
and then figure out their funding allocation formula and
implement it.
e. Mr. Frank said that he knows the Brown Act, and that it would
normally allow non-decision-makers to interact, and for
organizations to work together. He said that the Point Person
Teams need to be able to discuss. Mr. Stark agreed, and said
that that topic would be discussed with relation to the bylaws
and with making sure that everyone stays within their roles in
LARAEC.
f. Ms. Jacquez asked, regarding the bylaws, if the Point Persons
would be able to give input, and Mr. Urioste said that they
would, since it was a workshop meeting.
g. Mr. Frank asked if there had already been workshops about
the funding formula, and Mr. Asturias said that there had been
two if not three special meetings about funding formulas, and a
workshop about roles and responsibilities in governance to
define bylaws, and that the LARAEC office was tasked with
developing bylaws.
i. Mr. Frank said that he would benefit from a workshop
session on the development of a funding formula, but
did not know whether the board would have the
patience for another funding formula workshop.
ii. Mr. Stark said he would have no problem with Mr.
Asturias and the LARAEC staff meeting with any board
members who need to be updated on coming up with a
new funding formula, and did not know if the entire
board needed to be there.
1. Mr. Asturias said that the PPT and the LARAEC
office already had two meetings about that, and
they did not feel that they had the authority to
define a funding formula, or even to suggest
one. He believes the issue is within the purview
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IV.

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

of the board, and that they should get together
to define it.
2. Mr. Stark said that he thought that Mr. Frank
just wanted to be briefed on actions and events
that have taken place related to the funding
formula discussion, which Mr. Frank confirmed.
Mr. Asturias said that the LARAEC office can do
that.
Mr. Asturias directed the board to their packets, saying that
they have a couple of corrections to the document they have
with them, the proposed response to the state auditors.
On item 31, they have background information on the activities
they’ve done this year to address those issues. They have had
a request to add the following item to the response: on
January 19, 2019, subsequent to the December 2019 special
meeting workshop, LAUSD presented and discussed a funding
formula proposal to the board, and no action was taken. It was
determined that a special meeting was needed to discuss this
matter further.
Mr. Asturias said that the request was made after they had
already put the board packet together, and submitted it for the
board’s comment/review.
Mr. Urioste asked if copies could be made for the board
members, since the request was awkward to read on the
projected screen for the board members. Mr. Asturias said that
they could, and Mr. Urioste asked for a five-minute recess to
allow the LARAEC staff to copy it. The meeting recessed.
The meeting resumed at 10:46 AM.
Mr. Asturias said that they are looking at the second page of
the document, the top item. Basically, that is a request from
LAUSD for that item to be included as part of our response to
the state auditors.
Mr. Urioste asked if the item was an extension of other bullet
points or its own bullet point. Mr. Asturias clarified that it was
an extension which indicates another activity that took place.
Mr. Urioste suggested placing it above the January 2019 entry
in terms of the timeline.
i. Mr. Frank said that there was a lack of clarity that could
perhaps be cleared up in the bylaws. In general, he
would feel at a disadvantage if the PPT were not
allowed to discuss the funding formula. So he would
say that there are no decisions being made there, but it
would be a lost opportunity to disallow the PPT from
having that conversation. Mr. Asturias said that he
thinks the upcoming meeting dedicated to bylaws is a
more appropriate forum for that discussion
ii. Mr. Urioste said he would reserve his comments until
that bylaws meeting on November 8th. Ms. Jacquez
asked if the point persons were scheduled to meet
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before November 8th, and Mr. Asturias said they were.
He clarified that they did not have bylaws currently, and
that the main concern is whether LARAEC was
following the Brown Act.
iii. Mr. Frank said that he thinks Mr. Asturias clarified that
the PPT can discuss bylaws at their next meeting, and
they will have a further discussion at the bylaws
meeting. Mr. Stark added that he thinks there needs to
be a longer conversation, and wanted to make clear
that he is not trying to muzzle the PPT, it’s about
putting guardrails and protections in place so the
appropriate discussions are happening with the
appropriate groups by identifying key roles and
responsibilities. .
g. Mr. Asturias said that the final item to be added to the timeline
is a bullet point stating that the board will work from December
to March to create and develop an allocation formula Mr.
Urioste believed that is a pivotal part of the response, and that
the state would at least see that there is a timeline showing
that LARAEC is taking care of critical issues.
h. Ms. Jacquez added that the bullet point referring to the
LARAEC staff and PPT not having the requisite
skills/knowledge to propose a funding formula should be
removed. Mr. Urioste asked if the bullet point referred to what
was discussed at the January meeting, and Mr. Asturias
confirmed it. Mr. Urioste clarified that the item therefore could
not be removed.
i. Mr. Urioste said that any kind of response like this is not easy,
and commended the LARAEC office and Mr. Asturias for
putting together a thoughtful response.
V.
Mr. Asturias said that the next item was item 32, that they will
receive a draft of the policies by the end of the year. THat has
been adjusted since the auditors of LARAEC requested a
slight reprieve. If that meets with the board approval, that
covers what was discussed in the presentation, including
training. He added that the bullet point proposed to be added
would be sent to the board for individual approval, and they
will bring the completed document for the actual ratification
by the board to the November 15th meeting.
VI.
Mr. Frank had to leave the meeting.
VII.
After Public Comment in agenda item 4, Mr. Asturias asked if
the board would like to motion to use the drafted response
and timeline as amended, and added that the final draft
would go out to the board for review before sending it to the
state.
a. Mr. Urioste said that he found it awkward to make a motion on
the draft when there was still a major component to be added.
Mr. Asturias clarified that they were asking for approval to
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4
Public
Comment

proceed and make the amendment, and to finalize this
response.
b. Mr. Stark said that as he understands it, they have already
given him the authority to move forward as LARAEC staff, and
his understanding is that it would be brought back as a
ratification item. Mr. Asturias confirmed this.
c. Mr. Urioste said that he was looking forward to Mr. Asturias’
email with the additional item, and said that Mr. Asturias is
good to go.
Point Person Dr. Adrienne Ann Mullen commented on agenda item 3, saying
that may of her issues will be addressed at the meeting on the 8th, and hopes
that in the future when they have responses, the PPT will be able to review
them to make sure that their statements and practices are reflected correctly.
Stakeholder Michelle Cohen from United Teachers of Los Angeles said that
she is disappointed that Mr. Frank had to leave early, and said that she was a
Subject Matter Expert who served on the bridges and pathways Action
Planning Team. Today, she’s having a sense of deja vu, and is here to talk
from the perspective of labor. They need to build an adult ed system to pair
their students with good jobs, and in order to do this, they need to settle this
issue to secure a future with the state and insure stability. They will not be
able to retain good adult ed teachers or recruit new, good adult ed teachers if
they are not able to provide job security and benefits.
Stakeholder Gina Paiz from the Slauson Occupational Center introduced
herself as an academic advisor there. She said that their executive director
Mr. Stark has always said that advisors and counselors change the trajectory
of student lives, being the ones who actually sit down with the students, and
that their district has taken a huge hit, over 70 hours of advisory counseling
alone. When Ms. Montes was speaking about the numbers they put into the
system, that’s enrollment numbers, and her concern in writing a future
formula is that if they don’t have numbers right now, what will their data look
like in the future when they turn in those numbers? They need advisor hours
to sit with the students to enroll them in classes and to service the students.
Stakeholder Rocelia Beard introduced herself as principal of the LAUSD Los
Angeles Technology Center, and said that she is proud of the work LARAEC
has done to date. They have all invested time and effort to produce
deliverables that form the foundation of LARAEC. Her concern is that all of
this work was done for naught if the consortium does not resolve the issues of
a new funding formula and new policies and procedures. She is also
concerned that if they do not get it right, there will be a cloud over them. They
are therefore looking at the LARAEC board to complete the items by the
deadlines in the timeline.
Stakeholder Rosario Galvan from the LAUSD DACE office introduced herself,
saying that he wanted to commend the board and their individual efforts, and
said that as they hear words of frustration or messiness, they still turn to the
board to figure everything out, and that they want to work with the board in
collaboration. And he said that he and others can play an active role at
LARAEC meetings to work to resolve the issues and bolster trust in the
board.
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5
Board
Member
Reports

Stakeholder Bernardine Gonzalez from the Slauson Occupational Center
introduced herself and thanked the board for the opportunity to share
concerns related to the timeline and the impact of the formula. She reiterated
that in counseling services alone their school lost 70 hours a week of serving
students. Also, they have suffered cuts to the CTE and ASL programs. To
hear that the funding formula will not be implemented until 2021/2022, it
means that every principal and teacher in the room will have to make up the
money, and that it is stressful and unfair to have to do this time and time
again when there may be funding available to help support their students and
advisors that are trying to provide supportive services to students.
LAUSD:
a.

Mr. Stark thanked all the LAUSD staff who were at the
meeting today, and acknowledged that there is a tremendous
amount of activity happening at the school site and knows
how hard it is for them to make time in their schedule. He
also let people know that LAUSD will continue to push the
conversation around funding, and will be open and
transparent about what their needs are. They are not here to
bully anyone, but will make sure that their students’ and
teachers’ needs will be represented on the board.

a.

Mr. Urioste said that BUSD was also in the middle of WASC
proceedings for a visit in April by the same people visiting
CCUSD. This Saturday, teachers will be discussing the
development of action plans. They will be meeting with
students over three Saturdays to engage them in that. On
October 28th, academic block 3 starts for students seeking a
high school diploma or high school equivalency.

a.

No report.

BUSD:

LACCD:

Ms. Jacquez

MUSD:
a.

Ms. Jacquez said that they have been conducting a lot of
open houses and college readiness events. They have gone
to city fairs and done a lot of outreach, in addition to
gathering a consensus from their students as to what new
classes they would like to open or what classes they would
like to restructure.
Ms Montes

CCUSD:
a.

Ms. Montes said that they are in the middle of WASC selfstudy for a visit in March or April 2020. It is one of the best
ways for a school to look at itself internally, and said that
CCUSD is committed to constantly reevaluating themselves,
and either validating, tweaking, or scrapping programs and
ideas. There will also be challenging conversations about the
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funding formula, but they can get through them in a respectful
way.
Announceme
nts
5
Adjourn

Announcements: Next board workshop is Friday, November 8 at 1:30 PM at
the Van De Kamp Innovation Center. The next regular board meeting is
Friday, November 15th at 1:30 PM also at Van De Kamp Innovation Center.
Mr. Urioste adjourned the meeting at 11:21 AM.
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REPORT TO THE BOARD

To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

LARAEC Staff

Prepared By:

Justin Gorence and Michele Stiehl

Date:

November 13, 2019

Subject

LARAEC Office Updates

LARAEC staff was asked to provide a status report on various consortium and LARAEC office projects.
The overview of each project area is listed below. For specific information on outlined tasks, progress,
and notes, please see the task spreadsheet. Highlighted items indicate projects that have moved since
the last report.

3 Year Plan Project Snap Shots
Complete

Staff and Project Management
In Progress

Nearing
Completion
In Progress

Completed
Not
Started

Beginning

Beginning

Not Started




New Structure for Work Groups
Provide training and direction at kick
off meeting



Reconfigure SMEs to PD and
Networking
Framework for new website
Host 4th annual conference
Monitor changes and trends in adult ed
Monitor PD from AE prof org and CAEP
Create online networking platform
Port all archived info to new website
Build out website components
Create consortium website portals
Create website marketing analytics
Re‐launch social media
E‐newsletter creation/distribution
Pathway maps on website
Training library on website
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Complete
Nearing
Completion
In Progress
Beginning

Pathways

Beginning

No
Started

Not Started








Professional Development

Complete
Nearing
Completion
In Progress
Beginning



Not Started








No Started

Beginning



Establish template for defining
pathways
Identify priority areas
Implementation of multi‐year plan
Identify pathway information
Provide LARAEC staff the package of
information for each pathway
Develop at least 9 pathway maps

Create survey for Professional
development
Create outline of PD needed
Research best practices
Create plan of action for PD
Create a calendar for PD
Create plan for best practice ID
Training for AE USD faculty to advise
or guide students
Identify metrics to validate best
practices, and create strategies

Complete

Counseling

Nearing
Completion
In Progress
Beginning

Beginning
No Started




Not Started






identify items to be included in pilot
orientations
Outline items and develop an action
plan
Design and implement student survey
Implement survey annually
Create a plan for developing
expertise
Identify metrics for student
recruitment, retention, and progress
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Complete
Nearing
Completion

Data and Accountability

In Progress
Beginning




Beginning


No
Started

Not Started






Make recommendations for clear and consistent
metrics of definitions
Identify and gather metrics associated with student
success
Establish LARAEC evidence‐based practices
informed by baseline data
Support working groups with identification of
success metrics
Develop a template of critical metrics for the
LARAEC Board to monitor
Create a dialog among LARAEC members about to
best use data
Create a 1‐2 page consortium snapshot that
addresses our programmatic effectiveness through
key data indicators.

Complete
Nearing
Completion

Adults with Disabilities
Beginnin
g

No
Started

In Progress
Beginning

Not Started














document collaboration with community partners
Create a plan to strengthen or expand partnerships
Prioritize needs for students with disabilities
Create a plan of action to address advocacy
Document implementation and progress
Research and select assessment tools
Create a plan for implementation of assessment
tools
Collaborate on a pilot program
create a guide to meeting the needs of AWD
Implement 3 initiatives
identify metrics to validate best practices
Career assessment tools

Complete
Nearing
Completion

Workforce Prep

Beginnin
g

In Progress
Beginning
No
Started

Not Started










Survey Workforce re‐entry students to identify
needs
Provide survey results and identified needs
Document current opportunities
Create a plan of action
Offer PD for enhancing skills
Strengthen pre‐apprenticeship and externship
opportunities
Identify 6 pilot projects
identify metrics to validate best practices,
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Marketing

Pilot 3B
Web development

Pilot 3A

3.6.b

3.6.a
3.6.c

3.4.d

3.4.b
3.4.c and Pilot 3B

3.3.a

Re‐launch of social media connected to new website
Create LARAEC collateral marketing materials
Create LARAEC "road show" materials
eNewsletter creation and distribution

Monitor PD from AE professional organizations and CAEP, include on
master PD schedule and communicate opportunities with the field.
Share PD calendar via monthly email blast, printed copies, and LARAEC
website postings
Create/define online networking platform
Provide training for working groups and school staff
Create a training video library for staff
Create structures and protocols for maintaining the library
Create a plan for allowing LARAEC members and staff to provide feedback
on professional development
Create a template for reporting back on PD events
Build discussions into working groups to evaluate PD and provide
suggestions for future PD
Reconfigure subject matter expert groups to shift focus to networking and
PD, including creation of new protocols and structure and PLC
engagement
Provide training and direction to new groups in a kickoff meeting
Create a new online platform for PD and universal calendar
Create Framework for the new website
Port all archive information to new site
Build out new components (News feed, upcoming meetings, online
calendar, partner lists)
Create Student, staff, and consortium portals
Create and embed marketing analytics

Include pathway maps and listings of course offerings on LARAEC.net.
Work with Pathway APT
Monitor mandated changes and monitor general trends in adult
education that might require PD

Create new structure for working groups

Structure

1.2.a

Description

3YP Identifier

LARAEC Staff and Project Management

Jun‐20
Dec‐20
Dec‐20
Jun‐20

Jan‐20
Jan‐20
Jan‐20

No date
Dec‐20
No Date
Fall 2020
No date
Jun‐21
Nov‐19
Jan‐20

Jun‐20

Jun‐20
Jun‐21

Jun‐20
Jun‐21
Jun‐21
Jun‐22
Jun‐22

Ongoing

Ongoing

Jun‐21

Jan‐20

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target

Status

Nearing
Completion

Project Tasks
In Progress

Beginning

Not started

2019‐20 Annual Plan and 3 Year Plan Progress

Prepared by : Michele Stiehl and Justin Gorence

Complete

As of : 11/12/19

Last Updated

SME groups shifted to APTs with networking crosswalk at 11/8
Kick Off Meeting
APT Kick Off Meeting held on 11/8

APT Kick Off meeting completed 11/8

Website development progressing. Web developer in process of
developing page for master calendar

New basic structure outlined in bylaws, which were provisionally
passed. New working group structure put in place and rolled out
at 11/8 Kick Off Meeting

Notes

v2.0
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SO‐3

3.2.b

3.2.a

3YP Identifier

Mar‐20

Jun‐20

Develop at least 9 pathway maps for CTE fields and academic pursuits

Jun‐22

Jun‐20
Jun‐20

Jun‐20

Create a calendar for PD which includes a variety of options to meet
teacher and district needs (in‐person, online, recorded, etc.)

Create plan for best practice identification, which may include rubric.
Create plan for best practice sharing and report outs
In conjunction with Counseling Collaborative, training for AE USD faculty
to advise or guide students

Jun‐20
Jun‐20

Create plan of action for PD offerings for duration of the 3 year plan.
Identify potential providers for the PD offerings

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target
Description
Create survey for Professional development for all program areas, include
preferred times, locations, and modes
Jun‐20
Create outline of PD needed for each program area
Jun‐20
Research best practices and PD options
Jun‐20

Jun‐22

Implementation of multi‐year plan (expand task list when created)
TBD
Identify pathway information to be included on the LARAEC website for
the student portal
Jun‐21
Provide LARAEC staff the package of information for each pathway
priority area that was created consistent with the multi‐year plan outlined
in 1.1.b
Jun‐21

Identify priority areas for defining pathways and create a multi year plan

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target
Description
Establish template for defining pathways from AEUSDs to the LACCD
community colleges and four‐year universities (see narrative and example
from APT group)
Jun‐20

Professional Development APT

SO1

1.2.a

1.1.b

1.1.a

3YP Identifier

Pathway APT

Host 4th Annual Conference
2nd Annual Innovation Awards

Last Updated

Last Updated

Nearing Completion
Nearing Completion

In Progress
In Progress

Beginning
Beginning

Not started
Not started

LARAEC Conference

Complete
Complete

Notes

Notes
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added

1.5.c
1.5.d

3YP Identifier
1.5.a

added

added

Jun‐21
Jun‐21
ongoing

Jun‐20

Description
Survey Workforce re‐entry students to identify needs
Provide survey results and identified needs
Offer PD for enhancing skills when working with workforce re‐entry
students
Strengthen pre‐apprenticeship and externship opportunities
Document current opportunities
Create a plan of action to accomplish this milestone over the next three
years

Jun‐20

Jun‐21
Jun‐22
Jun‐20

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target
Jun‐20
Jun‐20

In conjunction with the Data and Accountability Workgroup, identify
metrics to validate best practices, and create strategies for collecting and
tracking data for any projects under the purview of the AWD APT.
Jun‐21
Career assessment tools for AWD students
No date

Collaborate on a pilot program for students with severe disabilities
No date
Work with staff to create a guide to meeting the needs of AWD students,
including identification and use of assessment tools.
No date
Implement 3 initiatives aimed at serving AWD students
Jun‐22

Create a plan of action to address advocacy for meeting these needs
Research and select assessment tools for identifying students with
disabilities
Create a plan for implementation of assessment tools
Document implementation and progress

Jun‐22

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target

In conjunction with LARAEC members, document collaboration with
community partners to link AWD students with support services
Fall 2020
Create a plan to strengthen or expand partnerships with these community
organizations
Fall 2020
Prioritize needs for students with disabilities
Jun‐20

Description

Work Force Re‐entry APT (Workforce Preparation)

2.4.c

Pilot 2B
SO‐3

Pilot 2A

2.3.c

2.3.b

2.3.a

3YP Identifier

AWD APT

Jun‐21

Last Updated

Last Updated

Nearing Completion
Nearing Completion

In Progress
In Progress

Beginning
Beginning

Not started
Not started

2.4.c

In conjunction with the Data and Accountability Workgroup, identify
metrics to validate best practices, and create strategies for collecting and
tracking data for any projects under the purview of the PD APT.

Complete
Complete

Notes

Conditional on 2.3.c completion

Notes
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Make recommendations for clear and consistent metrics of definitions
Identify and gather metrics associated with student success
Support working groups with identification of success metrics and data
collection for pilots
Establish LARAEC evidence‐based practices informed by baseline data
from existing databases that support LARAEC faculty and staff in
accelerating student outcomes, informing program success, and
monitoring progress.

Develop a template of critical metrics for the LARAEC Board to monitor

2.4.a
2.4.b

Strategy 2.4

SO‐4

2.4.c

Description

3YP Identifier

No Date

Jun‐20

Jun‐21

Jun‐20
Jun‐20

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target
Description
In conjunction with the LARAEC members, identify items to be included in
pilot orientations
Jun‐20
Outline items to address this strategy and develop an action plan for
implementing a student‐centered approach for support students. See APT
team narrative for supporting information
Jan‐20
Create a plan for developing expertise in faculty, counselor, and
administrators in using pathway maps (created by Pathway APT)
Jan‐21
Design and implement an AE student survey to determine effectiveness of
advising strategies
Jun‐20
Implement survey annually
Ongoing
Identify metrics for student recruitment, retention, and progress to
increase student persistence.
Jun‐21
Identify best practices for student persistence and create a plan for
implementation
Jun‐21
In conjunction with PD APT, increased training for AE USD faculty to
advise or guide students
Jun‐22
Improved systems for ensuring that all AE USD students complete
individualized student plans
Jun‐22

Data and Accountability Workgroup

SO‐3

SO‐3

2.4.c

2.4.c

2.2.d

2.2.b

2.2.a

2.1.a

3YP Identifier

Counseling Collaborative

Jun‐21

2.4.c

Last Updated

Last Updated

Not started
Not started

In conjunction with the Data and Accountability Workgroup, identify
metrics to validate best practices, and create strategies for collecting and
tracking data for any projects under the purview of the Workforce APT.

Beginning
Beginning

Jun‐21

In Progress
In Progress

Identify 6 pilot projects that target re‐entry students. Include
implementation in the plan of action

Nearing Completion
Nearing Completion

Pilot 1B and SO‐3

Complete
Complete

Notes

Contingent on strategy 1.1 from Pathway APT

Notes
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Pilot 2A

3.6.d

3.5.b

3.4.a

3.3.b

2.3.e

2.3.d

2.3.a

Create a plan for providing non‐monetary incentives and recognition for
PD participation and achievement for performance goals.
Create at least 3 pilots for AWD students with severe disabilities.
Coordinate with the AWD APT

No Date

Jun‐21

Jun‐20
Dec‐20

Document pilot orientation implementation, include at least 4 sites
Jun‐21
Develop video materials that cover elements of the orientation
Jun‐22
In conjunction with the AWD APT, document collaboration to link AWD
students with extra support services
Fall 2020
In conjunction with the AWD APT, determine the best method for
strengthening connections. Provide reference materials to member‐
district schools
Fall 2020
Develop classes specifically designed for students with severe disabilities
designed for CTE skills and jobs (as well as document existing courses that
address this need)
Jan‐21
Offer PD for enhancing faculty skills when working with the AWD
population
Jun‐20
Create a format for making the training available in perpetuity
Jun‐21
Create surveys of LARAEC stakeholders to identify best channels, times,
and locations for PD
Jun‐20
Collect and consolidate local PD information including date, time,
locations, and content from LARAEC districts
Jun‐20
Work with administrators to encourage their support of LARAEC PD, staff
engagement plans, and program improvement efforts
Jun‐20
Create and distribute LARAEC plan overview and "ways to support"
document for administrators and deans
Jun‐20
Document activities and participation of various campuses
Jun‐20

2.1.a
2.1.b

Pilot 2C and SO‐3
2.1.c

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target
on going
Jun‐21

Description
Document established partnerships in the community.
Create a plan for addressing any gaps in partnerships
In conjunction with the counseling collaborative, identify items to be
included in pilot orientations
Provide districts and schools with pilot orientation items

3YP Identifier
1.5.b

LARAEC Members, Point Persons

Strategy 2.4

Create a dialog among LARAEC members about to best use data to
demonstrate AE programmatic effectiveness in meeting the needs of AE
students in the region
No date
Create a 1‐2 page consortium snapshot that addresses our programmatic
effectiveness through key data indicators.
No date

Complete

Nearing Completion

In Progress

Beginning

Not started

Last Updated

Notes
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3.5.a

1.3.a

SO‐3

3.1.d
SO‐3

3.1.c

3.1.b

3.1.a

1.4.a and Pilot 1A
and SO‐2
1.4.b
1.4.c

3YP Identifier

AE USD Projects

Pilot 2D

2.2.c and Pilot 2D

3YP Identifier

added
added

added

Expand FSI to the AE USDs
Enhance FSI to include soft skills
Explore pre‐school initiative to support FSI program
Evaluate PLC training effectiveness and impact, and evaluate need for
additional training.
Work with administrators to provide marketing, advocacy, and
encouragement for creating PLCs on AE USD campuses
Document current PLCs and create plan for expansion
Support implementation of PLCS on all AE USD sites
Create inter‐agency support networks for PLCs, including online forums
for program areas
Training for AE USD faculty to advise or guide students
Improve systems for ensuring that all AE USD students complete
individualized student plans
Explore legislative and funding opportunities for dual enrollment
programs
In conjunction with community college partners, outline strategies and
parameters for dual enrollment, and create a plan for implementing dual‐
enrollment strategies
Work with school sites to establish dual‐enrollment programs
Support informal teacher‐to‐teacher observations to increase sharing of
effective andragogical methods

Description

Description
Pilot a campus career planning strategy that includes outreach and
internship/fieldwork opportunities.
Document progress
Develop a student survey to identify preferences and determine
effectiveness of advising strategies
Implement survey, compile results, and analyze findings

Jun‐21

Jun‐20
Jun‐21

Jun‐20

Jun‐22

Jun‐21
Jun‐22

Jun‐20
Jun‐20
Jun‐22

Jun‐20

SO says
Jun‐20 June 2021
Jun‐21
Jun‐20

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target

?
?

No date
No Date
Jun‐22
Jun‐22

?
?

Jun‐21
Ongoing

Action Plan Revised
Target Date Target

Not started
Not started

LACCD Projects
Last Updated

Last Updated

Complete
Complete

Nearing Completion
Nearing Completion

In Progress
In Progress

Beginning
Beginning

Explore opportunities based on the passage of SB554 signed by
Governor 10/04/19

Notes

Notes

AGENDA ITEM
9.2
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Objective 1: Gaps in Service

Objective 2: Seamless
Transitions

MUSD

LAUSD

LACCD

CCUSD

BUSD

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

LARAEC
Counseling
Collaborative
AE Student
Survey

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

LARAEC
Counseling
Collaborative
Action Plan
Development

✔

✔

✔

✔

Explore
Legislative
Funding Options
for Dual‐
enrollment

Objective 3: Student Acceleration

FY 2019‐2020 Work plan

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Objective 4: Shared Professional Dev't
SME identify best
practices and
SME Group
provide
create
PD/network
AE members
On‐line
opportunities to will create and coordinated
PD
Forum
teachers
support PLCs

Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium (LARAEC)

FSI and Parent‐
Design &
APT for unmet Child Interactive
Data &
Launch uniform
needs of re‐entry
Learning
Accountability orientation
LARAEC
District APT for AWD
students
Activities
workgroup
elements
Pathway APT
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✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

SME Groups
Surveys to
Recommend
Priorities

✔

✔

✔

✔

AWD APT
Collaboration
with partners

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Workforce Re‐
entry APT
Collaboration
with partners

Objective 5: Leveraging Resources
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Expenditure Type

Employee Benefits

Supplies and materials

Other Operating Expenses and Services

Other Outlay

Other Outgo

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

Indirect Costs

Unallocated budget

TOTALS

Non‐instructional Salaries

2000

Direct Costs Total

Instructional Salaries

1000

Object Code
CCUSD

‐

286,149
$

194,431 $

87,286 $

566,113 $

624,796 $

‐

$

$

80,000 $

125,000 $

400,000 $

430,368 $

3,373,867 $

20,000

832,010 $

659,978

1,340,441

1,947,127

131,882 $

103,720 $

629,566

$

‐

$

‐

$

‐

$

$ 3,055,674 $ 2,339,088 $ 13,220,892 $

8 $

$ 104,736,576 $

LAUSD
7,505,674 $

$

$

$

$

$

‐

$

3,383,550 $

4,867,708 $

6,302,520 $

31,438,972 $

15,019,821 $

46,871,987 $

4,357,692 $

‐

$

‐

$

38,030 $ 112,242,250 $

$

38,030 $ 107,884,558 $

‐

$

38,030 $

‐

LAUSD

38,030 $ 112,242,250 $

‐

LACCD
(Fiscal agent)

4,417,903 $

LACCD

$ 2,923,792 $ 2,235,368 $ 12,591,326 $

7 $

6 $

5 $

4 $

3 $

2 $

1 $ 1,165,017 $ 1,200,000 $

BUSD

$ 3,055,674 $ 2,339,088 $ 13,220,892 $

Total Allocation

7,979,033 $

$ 2,669,564 $ 1,623,915 $

Carry‐over from FY 2019

LACCD
LACCD
(fiscal agent)
5,241,859 $
38,030 $

FY 2020 Allocation

BUSD
CCUSD
386,110 $
715,173 $

$

Member:

Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium (LARAEC)
Annual Budget Worksheet (July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020)
FY 2019 Carryover and FY 2020 CAEP Allocations

893,333 $

$

‐

‐

$

$

203,300 $

242,419 $

211,129 $

137,698 $

352,722 $

LARAEC

47,841 $

‐

$

‐

19,662,600 $ 1,195,109 $

437,015 $

19,225,585 $ 1,147,268 $

‐

7,285,293 $

899,669 $

955,138 $

4,138,144 $

2,012,369 $

3,934,972 $

MUSD

19,662,600 $ 1,195,109 $

13,370,340 $

MUSD
LARAEC
6,292,260 $
301,776 $

151,753,643

5,707,716

146,045,927

3,373,867

10,974,992

7,115,148

8,372,341

38,094,799

20,172,179

57,942,601

TOTAL

151,753,643

131,272,761

20,480,882

TOTAL

Total

MUSD

LAUSD

LACCD

CCUSD

BUSD

District
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Students
Served

Post‐Secondary
Improved HS Diploma/ Certificates or
Job
Literacy
Equivalency
Trainings
Placements

% Outcomes

Improved
Wages

Transitions
to Post‐
Secondary
Q1
(15%)

Q2
(30%)

Q3
(45%)

Spending Targets

Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
Effectiveness Report
July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019

Q4
(60%)
Q1

Q2

Q3

Expenditures & Activities
Aligned with LARAEC Plan

DRAFT

Q4

% of
% of
Carry‐over
Carry‐over
to
to Budget Allocation

AGENDA ITEM
9.3
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

Joseph Stark, Executive Director, Los Angeles Unified School District

Prepared By:

Men Le, LAUSD Point Person

Date:

November 15, 2019

Subject

LAUSD Budget Transparency

Background:
Assembly Bill (AB) 104 (Chapter 13, Statutes of 2015) established the Adult Education Block
Grant (AEBG), now known as the California Adult Education Program (CAEP). The 2015-2016
Budget Act provided $500 million in ongoing AEBG funding. The state provided this funding to
facilitate a restructuring of adult education into regional consortia with the mandate of
improving coordination of services to best meet the needs of adult learners.
The Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium (LARAEC) Executive Board has
traditionally adopted a proportional funding formula for distributing CAEP funds to member
districts. The exceptions to this practice are the Los Angeles Community College District
(LACCD) and the LARAEC office, both of which are funded “off the top” of the total consortium
allocation.
Given last year’s funding formula and budget discussions, LAUSD, in an effort to promote
budget transparency among LARAEC members, wishes to communicate key funding priorities
for 2020-21.
Key Issues:
The following trend data show that the majority of LARAEC member districts (3 of 5; noted in
bold) have carried over significant percentages (ranging from 22%-53%) of their allocations for
the past two fiscal years (2017-18 and 2018-19). This equates to over $12 million in ongoing
undesignated carryover.
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Fiscal Year 2017-18
District
Carryover*
BUSD
$1,785,465
CCUSD
$632,455
LACCD
$5,066,819
LAUSD
$18,058,436
MUSD
Total
$25,543,174
* Figures include redistribution.
Fiscal Year 2018-19
District
Carryover
BUSD
$925,872
CCUSD
$655,706
LACCD
$6,480,061
LAUSD
$7,824,950
MUSD
$3,106,357
Total
$18,992,946

Allocation*
$2,433,454
$1,479,860
$7,270,801
$96,369,731
$14,319,099
$121,872,945

Allocation
$2,585,283
$1,572,646
$7,727,127
$102,295,069
$12,948,225
$127,128,350

Expenses
$3,293,047
$1,456,609
$5,857,559
$106,603,217
$11,212,742
$128,423,174

Expenses
$3,125,045
$1,513,179
$8,965,329
$102,312,569
$9,762,322
$125,678,444

Balance
$925,872
$655,706
$6,480,061
$7,824,950
$3,106,357
$18,992,945

Balance
$386,110
$715,173
$5,241,859
$7,807,450
$6,292,260
$20,442,852

% Carryover
22%
31%
53%
7%
22%
13%

% Carryover
11%
32%
37%
7%
39%
14%

Despite the significant level of unutilized funding noted above, in LAUSD, there continues to be
tremendous need for resources to fulfill the state mandate—as well as LARAEC’s mission—of
expanding and improving services to effectively meet the needs of adult learners in the region.
Specifically, the following equity-related needs will remain unaddressed in LAUSD without
additional consortium funding:
Equity Need
Career,
Academic, and
Mental Health
Counseling
Services

Current Status/Rationale
There are currently only 20 Teacher
Counselors, 6 Psychiatric Social Workers
(PSWs), and 4 Disability Support Services
(DSS) advisors to serve a total population of
over 67,000 students annually. Nearly all of
DACE’s students experience multiple
barriers to employment and/or higher
education, including personal trauma,
economic hardship, homelessness, low
levels of literacy, mental illness, and
physical disabilities. Expanding support
services would increase access and
opportunity for students with multiple
barriers, including historically underserved
populations. This investment aligns with
LARAEC Three-Year Plan Strategy 2.2 and
Strategy 2.3.

Request and Cost
11 additional Teacher
Counselors
5 additional PSWs
4 additional DSS Advisors
Total Cost: $2,230,959
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Support for
Emergent
Bilingual
Families of K-12
Students

Research has demonstrated a clear
connection between a child’s academic
success and a parent’s education level. In
2017, LAUSD developed an innovative
program, the Family Success Initiative (FSI),
to specifically address the needs of English
learner parents so they can better support
their children’s academic success.
Currently, there are only 23 FSI classes,
while there are over 450 elementary
schools in need of FSI services. Expanding
the FSI program by 18 sites would
empower hundreds of parents as full
partners in the education of their children.
This investment aligns with LARAEC ThreeYear Plan Strategy 1.4.

18 additional FSI Teachers

Library and
Media Services
Centers at
LAUSD Adult
Schools

According to the Urban Institute, 67% of
Americans are “not digitally literate.”
5 Teacher Librarians
Moreover, the percentage of adults who
lack even basic digital skills is highest
Total Cost: $652,985
among groups who have historically lacked
access to digital tools and resources. As
community hubs, LAUSD adult schools can
begin closing the digital divide by providing
students with onsite information and media
services. Hiring Teacher Librarians to
establish Information and Media Service
Centers at selected adult schools would
increase student access to digital tools and
resources for college and career planning,
including internet access, online job-related
services, productivity applications, and a
variety of Los Angeles Public Library (LAPL)
education and enrichment offerings. This
investment aligns with LARAEC Three-Year
Plan Strategy 2.2 and deepens the existing
partnership between LARAEC and LAPL.

Total Cost: $526,914
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Discussion Item:
Currently, the state has a mechanism which reallocates unused federal adult education funds
(i.e., Carl D. Perkins and WIOA) to districts that demonstrate capacity and unmet student need.
In a similar vein, LAUSD requests that LARAEC members consider a process that would more
equitably and effectively align available consortium resources with current capacity and adult
student needs—while also taking into consideration the budget efficiency trends indicated
above. LAUSD feels strongly that every effort should be made to ensure that current year’s
allocations should serve current students. Withholding significant amounts of CAEP funds in
reserve accounts does not serve the interests of adults with high barriers to education and
employment.
To be clear, the intent is not to penalize or harm any member district. In fact, redistribution of
existing, unused carry-over funds among LARAEC members, would result in no negative budget
impact; moreover, this action would send a powerful message to constituents that LARAEC
members have an authentic commitment to ensuring that critical services are provided to adult
learners in accordance with the intent of AB 104 and the objectives of the California Adult
Education Program.
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AGENDA ITEM
10.1
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Draft 11/5/19

Independent Accountant's Report
on Applying Agreed-Upon Procedures
March 31, 2019

Los Angeles Regional
Adult Education Consortium
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INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT
ON APPLYING AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES

Executive Board of
Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
Lon Angeles, California
We have performed the procedures enumerated below, which were agreed to by the Executive Board of
the Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium (LARAEC) on the enrollment counts of LARAEC
as of March 31, 2019. LARAEC's management is responsible for the enrollment counts. The sufficiency
of these procedures is solely the responsibility of LARAEC. Consequently, we make no representation
regarding the sufficiency of the procedures enumerated below either for the purpose for which this report
has been requested or for any other purpose.
The procedures and associated findings are as follows:
1. Test enrollment counts at individual members of LARAEC for completeness and accuracy.
2. Review the enrollment process at each individual member of LARAEC.
3. Review the enrollment validation process at each individual member of LARAEC.
4. See Schedule of Findings attached to this report.
This agreed-upon procedures engagement was conducted in accordance with attestation standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. We were not engaged to and did
not conduct an examination or review, the objective of which would be the expression of an opinion or
conclusion, respectively, on enrollment counts of LARAEC as of March 31, 2019. Accordingly, we do
not express such an opinion or conclusion. Had we performed additional procedures, other matters might
have come to our attention that would have been reported to you.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Executive Board and management of
LARAEC and is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone other than those specified parties.

Rancho Cucamonga, California
_______________, 2019
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LOS ANGELES REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES
MARCH 31, 2019
BACKGROUND
The Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium provides seamless pathways for students to the
workforce and higher education that are efficient, comprehensive, student-centered, and regionally relevant.
LARAEC will sustain, expand, and improve adult education. With a geographic footprint of over 800 miles and
100,000 students, LARAEC serves as the largest adult education consortium in California. LARAEC is a
collaboration of five member districts:
•
•
•
•
•

Burbank USD
Culver City USD
Los Angeles Community College District
Los Angeles USD
Montebello USD

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROCEDURES
Determine whether enrollment procedures are being consistently applied and enrollment counts are being reported
accurately.

SCOPE OF THE PROCEDURES
The scope of our agreed upon procedures covered the period of July 1, 2017 through March 31, 2019. The
population of enrollment counts consist of all member districts of LARAEC.

PROCEDURES PERFORMED
We performed the following procedures:
1. Inquired with each member district's enrollment process. Compared processes to determine consistency
among member districts.
2. Obtained enrollment counts from LARAEC that were reported to the State.
3. Obtained attendance summary reports from each member district.
4. We sampled 40 classes and 40 students from each site to verify accuracy of attendance.
5. Reviewed rosters supporting enrollment count. Sampled classes from rosters provided for completeness
and accuracy.
6. Compared enrollment counts per TOPSPro Enterprise (TE) reports to each member district's attendance
source.
7. Reviewed enrollment validation process at each individual member district to ensure the accuracy of the
enrollment reporting.
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LOS ANGELES REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES
MARCH 31, 2019
CONCLUSION
Through procedures performed, we were able to confirm that the attendance summary reports were properly
supported, except for the site noted in the schedule of findings. The results of our tests also indicated several
deficiencies in the enrollment reporting process. These deficiencies are noted in the Schedule of Findings.

3
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LOS ANGELES REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS
MARCH 31, 2019
Findings
2019-001 Systems Reconciliation
Observation
Enrollment reports are generated by multiple systems at each member district. These systems appear to be
producing enrollment numbers that do not agree with each other. We are unable to determine the cause of the
differences, as these systems do not appear to be reconciled consistently. Reports that clearly show unduplicated
enrollment numbers do not appear to agree within the enrollment systems.
Recommendation
LARAEC management should look into performing a system review of all systems generating reports and
determine the differences in enrollment counts.
Management Response
LARAEC will develop and adopt written enrollment reporting policies and procedures. LARAEC will explore
viable approaches to reconciling member systems to TE.

2019-002 Enrollment Errors
Observation
At Montebello Unified School District, we were unable to substantiate the enrollment count number for 6 out of
the 40 courses selected. The ASAP summary report could not be agreed to the weekly attendance report or to the
TOPSPro Enterprise (TE) reports. This is considered a material weakness, which produced a 15 percent error rate.
Recommendation
LARAEC management should look to do a complete audit of the enrollment counts for the Montebello Unified
School District to ensure that the enrollment count is complete and accurate.
Management Response
LARAEC will hire an auditing firm to do a one-time comprehensive enrollment count for Montebello Unified
School District beginning in fiscal year 2019-2020 to ensure that enrollment count is complete and accurate.
Additional audits will be contingent on the findings of the prior year audit.
Montebello Unified School District Response
Out of a sense of urgency to comply with our audit recommendation, we implemented the ASAP electronic
attendance system after the 2017-2018 school year had commenced.

4
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LOS ANGELES REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS
MARCH 31, 2019
The personnel that were trained (1 ASAP Coordinator and 4 attendance techs) were subsequently transferred out
of the department prior to the new semester; new staff had to be trained expeditiously in order to prepare for
spring semester.
After the first full year of ASAP attendance reporting, we realized by rolling over rosters from summer to fall
created a technical glitch that was exacerbated by internal algorithm issues within ASAP system. The 6 (six)
courses that resulted in 29 discrepancies out of 552 students resulted in a .053 percent error rate.
The following problems in the areas of (attendance, registration, class set-up, financial reporting, and
inconsistency with TopsPro Enterprise attendance reporting) have been reported by the following school districts:
Valencia USD, Hacienda La Puente USD, El Monte USD, Azusa USD, ABC USD, Basset USD. Pasadena USD,
Norwalk/La Mirada USD, Chaffey Joint USD, Corona/Norco USD including Montebello USD and Culver City.
As noted in the schedule of findings March 2019 "enrollment reports are generated by multiple at each member
district. These system seem to producing enrollment that do not agree with each other, we are unable to determine
the cause of these differences as these systems do not appear to be reconciled consistently. Reports that clearly
report show unduplicated enrollment numbers do not appear to agree with the enrollment numbers."
In summary, Montebello Unified School District Adult Ed is committed to abide by all regulations and state
requirements for attendance reporting. We are looking into changing our current student information systems for
the 2020-2021 school year. We must ensure that the student information system is compatible and can easily
export and import data to Tops Pro Enterprise for accurate summary and weekly attendance reporting.

2019-003 Enrollment Procedures
Observation
Enrollment procedures are not being applied consistently among member districts. Some member districts are
performing assessment upon student's initial interview and counting student's enrollment, while other member
districts are counting enrollment once a student attends a class.
Recommendation
LARAEC management should implement a policy and procedure to apply consistently over the enrollment
processes to ensure all enrollment counts are comparable within member districts.
Management Response
LARAEC will hire an auditing firm to do a one-time comprehensive enrollment count for Montebello Unified
School District beginning in fiscal year 2019-2020 to ensure that enrollment count is complete and accurate.
Additional audits will be contingent on the findings of the prior year audit.
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LOS ANGELES REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CONSORTIUM
AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS
MARCH 31, 2019
2019-004 Enrollment Reconciliations
Observation
When attendance records are being uploaded from the attendance system of record into TE for reporting purposes,
these uploads are not being consistently reconciled to ensure the accurate reporting of the attendance data.
Recommendation
Upon uploading of attendance data, an independent person of the one performing the upload should review the
data for accuracy and completeness.
Management Response
LARAEC will develop written enrollment reporting policies and procedures that will include reconciliation of
attendance data between TE and the member district's attendance system of record to ensure data uploaded in TE
is accurate.

6
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AGENDA ITEM
10.2
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Phase
1.

Description
Gaining an
understanding of
LARAEC’s existing
policies and
procedures for
oversight and
monitoring of AB 104
funds

• Reviewed LARAEC’s reporting process,
including accumulation of member-district
data

- LARAEC provided narrative of existing
policies and procedures for oversight and
monitoring of AB 104 funds, including
their process for evaluating allowability
and reasonableness of expenditures.

Activity
• Week of July 15, 2019:
- Conducted interviews with LARAEC
personnel to gain an understanding of
systems and practices currently in place
related to monitoring AB 104 grant funds.

• Phase 1 projected completion – November
2019 (note: dependent upon concurrent
completion of Phase 2)

Status and
Estimated Completion
• Documentation of processes and manager/
partner review completed.
• Any preliminary findings and recommendations
will be discussed with LARAEC personnel.

To provide assistance in developing systems for LARAEC’s oversight and monitoring of AB 104 Adult Education Block
Grant

Work Plan Overview:

Objective:

Los Angeles Regional Adult Education Consortium
Contract No. 4500269897
Status Update
As of November 7, 2019
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Description
Gaining an
understanding of
member-districts’
procedures and
systems for AB 104
data accumulation
procedures and
reporting to the State
and LARAEC

Development of an
effective monitoring
function and written
policies and
procedures manual for
the administration of
AB 104 funds.

Reporting - draft report

Phase
2.

3.

4.

• Ongoing – preliminary development of
policies and procedures and monitoring
checklist for LARAEC’s oversight and
monitoring function.

• Performed inquiries to gain an
understanding of systems used by memberdistricts to 1) accumulate and transmit data
to the State (via the Nova system) and 2)
report to LARAEC, as required by the AB
104 program. Areas of focus included the
following cycles:
Budgeting,
Payroll (payroll-related expenditures)
Procurement / disbursements (nonpayroll expenditures)
Reporting

Activity
• Selected 3 member-districts – site visits
• Meetings held with key personnel at:
- 7.18.19: LAUSD (site visit)
- Week of 7.22.19:
- MUSD (site visit)
- CCUSD (via teleconference)
- BUSD (via teleconference)
- 7.31.19: LACCD (site visit)

Not yet started.

• Phase 3 projected completion – to be
determined based on results of Phase 2

• Draft policies and procedures and monitoring
checklist – currently in process
• 12.1.19 – Preliminary Draft outline available for
LARAEC management review/comment

• Phase 2 projected completion – November
2019 (note: dependent upon receipt of memberdistricts’ responses to additional inquires and
Vasquez review)

•

•

•

•

Status and
Estimated Completion
Interviews, documentation of processes (including
walkthroughs and flowcharts), and manager/
partner review completed.
10.24.19: Additional inquiries sent to 3 memberdistricts related to Reporting Process and other
areas (with LARAEC’s assistance). Current
status of responses to inquiries:
- LACCD – not received
- LAUSD – not received
- MUSD – not received
- 11.4.19 – LARAEC provided certain items
Preliminary findings and recommendations, if any,
will initially be discussed with member-district
personnel.
Draft summary of proposed findings and
recommendations to be provided to LARAEC
management for review.

AGENDA ITEM
10.4

See separate document - LARAEC Bylaws (last edited 11/12/19)
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AGENDA ITEM
11.1
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AGENDA ITEM
11.2
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AGENDA ITEM
11.3
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REPORT TO THE BOARD
To:

Members of the LARAEC Executive Board

From:

Montebello Unified School District- LARAEC Member

Date:

November 15, 2019

Subject

Agenda Item 7 – MUSD’s FY 2019-20 Capital Outlay

Background:
Member districts are required to notify or send an informational email to the CAEP office of the intent
to fund activities.

Discussion/Issues:
MUSD’s capital outlay plan includes alterations and improvements on Adult Education sites to better
serve and ensure safety of adult education and students.
(See attached for details)

Fiscal Impact:
$6,749,750.00

Recommendation:
Approve MUSD’s capital outlay plan for FY 2019-2020
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Montebello Unified School District

Adult Education
FY 2019-20
Capital Outlay Projects
Project Description

Site
Montebello Adult

Repair of ashphalt in parking areas due to severe structural damage

Montebello Adult

Digital Marquee & Electronica gate for Safety

Montebello Adult

Demolition (X-9) room-uninhabitable

Montebello Adult

1 Portable to replace ESL classroom (X-9)

Montebello Adult

Student Tables/ Walkway Covers/ Fence Covers (MOA)/Lunch Shelter

Ford Park Adult

Repair of asphalt in parking lot areas/repavement and repair slopes
New Restroom & Demo for Main student restroom
Demolition and Removal of 4 bungalows & relocate Containers
Flooring for 11 bugalows & Lighting fixtures-LED

Ford Park Adult

Digital Marquee

Ford Park Adult

Technology infrastrucure
4 Containers
BGA Live Oak Bathroom restoration
Replace Gate
Picnic Restoration all campuses with Umbrellas
Student Renovation, Student Shelter, Fencing and Tables replaced
Roofs for all main sites and all satelite Sites
8 Copiers at Main Sites and Live Oak
Attendance System ( Power School)

GRAND TOTAL COST
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Montebello Unified School District

Estimated
Completion

Project Cost Estimate
Amount

Adult Education
FY 2019-20
Capital Outlay Projects

$14,750.00
$250,000.00
$450,000.00
$800,000.00
$350,000.00

$750,000.00
$250,000.00

$650,000.00
$50,000.00
$400,000.00
$125,000.00
$100,000.00
$600,000.00
$700,000.00
$160,000.00
$1,100,000.00

$6,749,750.00
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11/13/2019

REGULAR MEETING
NOVEMBER 15, 2019
1:30 P.M.
VAN DE KAMP INNOVATION CENTER

1. CALL TO ORDER
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2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

3. ADJUSTMENTS TO THE AGENDA
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4. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

5. ITEMS FOR FUTURE AGENDAS
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6. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES

◦Special Meeting October 23, 2019

7. PUBLIC COMMENT
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8. BOARD MEMBER REPORTS

9. REPORTS TO THE BOARD
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9.1 Annual Plan Update

9.2 Budget Updates
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9.2.1. Upcoming CAEP Due Dates

FY 2019 CAEP Funds



November 15 – a CBO executed copy of the Program Area
Report (Actuals) due to LARAEC
November 29 – Program Area Report (Actuals) due in NOVA
and certified by Consortium
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FY 2020 CAEP Funds: Q1 Progress and Expense Report




November 29 – Q1 Progress and Expense Report in NOVA
December 9 ‐ CBO executed copy to LARAEC
December 24 – Consortium certification in NOVA

9.2.2. Fiscal Year 2019‐2020 Budget and
Work plan
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FY 2020 Work plan

FY 2020 Consolidated Budget
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9.2.3. LARAEC Effectiveness Report

Effectiveness Report Template
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9.3 LAUSD Budget Transparency Discussion

LAUSD
Budget
Transparency
Presented by Men Le
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BACKGROUND





The 2015-2016 Budget ACT provided $500
million in ongoing AEBG funding.
Facilitate a restructuring of adult education into
regional consortia with the mandate of
improving coordination of services to best
meet the needs of adult learners.
23

LAUSD, in an effort to
promote budget
transparency, wishes to
communicate key funding
priorities:
24
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Key Funding Priorities
▰

▰

In LAUSD, there continues to be
tremendous need for resources to
fulfill the state mandate
There are over $12 million in
ongoing undesignated carryover
25

LARAEC CARRYOVER DATA
TREND

26
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LARAEC CARRYOVER DATA
TREND

27

LAUSD EQUITY NEED
Equity Need
▰ Career Academic, and Mental Health
Counseling Services
▰ Support for Emergent Bilingual Families of K-12
Students
▰ Library and Media Services Centers at LAUSD
Adult Schools
28
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DISCUSSION ITEMS
LAUSD requests that LARAEC members consider:
▰ Equity
▰ Budget efficiency trends
▰ Adult student needs

29

Continued…
▰

Intent is not to penalize or harm any member
district

▰

No negative budget impact

▰

Powerful message, LARAEC members have
an authentic commitment that critical
services are provided to adult learners
30
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Thank you.
31

10. NEW AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS
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10.1

Eide Baily, LLP LARAEC Enrollment
Count and Procedures Audit Final
Report

10.2

Vasquez and Company, Development
of Oversight Policies and Procedures
Progress Report
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10.3

LARAEC Funding Formula
Development Workshop Date and
Discussion Requirements

10.4

Action Item:
10.4.1 Adopt LARAEC Bylaws
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11. CONSENT AGENDA
11.1 Approve Burbank USD Capital Outlay
11.2 Approve Los Angeles USD Capital Outlay
11.3 Approve Montebello USD Capital Outlay

12. Public Comment
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13. ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Next Board Meeting: Friday, January 17, 2019
Van de Kamp Innovation Center

ADJOURN
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